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INTRODUCTION
The following study is an effort to construct and evaluate
tests of rate of learning in reading for children in the first
grade. Because of the complexity of problems regarding the
learning rate and the lack of literature dealing with measuring
the rate of learning of first grade children, this research
hopes to contribute to a more intelligent understanding of the
problem. That is to say, this study proposes to (a) construct
several rate of learning tests and (b) answer the following
questions in regard to acquiring a sight vocabulary in reading:
1. Does a child or do some children learn more when
a smaller or larger number of words is presented?
What is the learning rate of first grade children?
3. How do the two readiness scores used predict the
rate of learning?
4. What is the pr edicabili ty of learning from the
Seven Word Test and the Ten Word Test?
5. How does the Jricture check compare with the
Identification Check as a measure in scoring the
rate of learning in reading of first grade
children?

CHAPTER I
Summary of Previous Research
Differences in rates of learning among first grade
children have been evident for some time. For example, wide
differences in learning rates were revealed by Helen Donnelly
(1), in her study of four hundred children in the first grade.
In this experiment, the tentative norm established for the
test at the third month was 21.1 compared with 52.9, the
tentative norm for the sixth month.
There has been a tendency for some time to predict rates
of learning from various derived measures. Such measures are
intelligence tests and reading readiness tests. Among the
studies predicting the rate of learning from reading readiness
tests is that by Deputy (2), who worked out a series of
readiness tests in an attempt to develop a test to predict
success in reading. He reports a correlation of .70 of the
composite scores on three reading tests and the Pintner-
Cunningham Test. Berry (5) devised the Baltimore Reading
Readiness Tests. Although the predictive value of the
1. Donnelly, H. E. A Study in Word Recognition Skills in
Grade One
,
Unpublished Masters Thesis, B. U. 1951
2. Deputy, E. C. Predicting First Grade Reading Achievement ,
Contribution to Ed. No. 42C
3. Berry, F. M. Baltimore Reading Readiness Test, Childhood
Education 22-30, Vol. 31, Jan. 1927

3Baltimore Readiness Tests has not been definitely determined.
Berry declares it has a coefficient of correlation of .79 with
the Detroit First Grade Intelligence Test. Lee and Clark (1)
report on their attempts to measure reading readiness by using
certain tests which measure ability to recognize similarity
and difference in letter and word forms. The Lee-Clark Reading
Readiness Tests consist of four tests, two involving matching
letters, and two crossing out letters "that do not belong with
the others." The Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test (2) is
made up of six tests, the first two measuring perception, and
the other four measuring vocabulary, comprehension, number
sense, and the informal knowledge of the child. The authors,
Hildreth and Griffiths, found a correlation of .79 between the
Metropolitan Readiness and the average mental ages from three
primary intelligence tests of 185 cases.
This is a preliminary study, investigating the
possibility of using as predictive measures, short tests of
rate of learning to perceive words. This type of measure has
been used rather infrequently. The only study known to the
writer is that of H. A. Murphy (3). She found in her
1. Lee, J. M., Clark, W. W., and Lee, D. M* Measuring Reading
Readiness
,
Elementary School Journal, Vol. 34: February,
1933, pp . 65b-b66.
2. Hildreth, G. H. and Griffiths, N. L. Metropolitan
Readiness Tests
,
World Book Company, New York
3. Murphy, H. A. Evaluation of Exercises for Developing
Auditory Discrimination in Beginning Reading
,
Unpublished
Master s The sis - Boston University 1940

experiment that six weeks of exercise in discrimination of word
elements in context nearly tripled the learning rate of fifty
first grade pupils.
While no studies bearing directly upon this problem were
found by the writer, several investigations seem to have
pertinence for this study. Previous studies have established
a relationship between the effective characteristics of words,
and the ease with which they are learned. Words classified on
the basis of ratings as £ (pleasant), i (indifferent),
u (unpleasant) were used in the experiments (1).
Another hypothesis is that quality of emotional tone
exerts an influence upon learning. jP words are better learned
than the u words, which suggests that the nature of the
emotions is on important factor in determining its effect on
learning. That is, words emotionally toned are better learned
than those not.
G. E. Mullen(2) found that a series of figures, consonants
syllables, etc., is learned essentially by the combination of
the numbers of the series in an attitude of synthesis, so they
become solid groups. The most we can infer is that it is
harder to synthesize a longer series.
Investigations designed to test the retention of nonsense
syllable material over short periods of time were reported by
4
1. Carter, H. Emotional Factors in Verbal Learning
,
Journal
of Educational Psychology 28: 101-8 F '37
2. Newman, Israel The Learning of a Long Series
,
Journal of
Educational Psychology 27: 253-7 Ap '36

5Hoveland .( l)ln the experiment, the subjects came in contact with
twelve nonsense syllables. Learning was continued by massed
practice to one perfect recitation followed immediately by a
two minute pause. Recall and relearning scores both indicated
greater retention after a two minute lapse of time than
immediately following learning. This suggests differences in
the type of learning material may be an important determinant
in the temporal course of retention.
Recognizing the need for data dealing with the learning
rate, this study has been undertaken with the major aim to
construct and evaluate tests of rate of learning in reading
for children in the first grade. The purposes of the minor
research are to answer the following questions:
1. Does a first grade child or do some first grade
children learn more when a smaller or larger number
of words is presented?
2. What is the learning rate of first grade children?
5. How do the two readiness scores used predict the
rate of learning?
4. What is the predicabili ty of learning from the Seven
Word Test and the Ten Word Test?
5. How does the Picture Check compare with the
Identification Check as a measure to score the rate
of learning in reading of first grade children?
1. Hoveland, C. Iver Experimental Studies in Rote Learning
Journal of Experimental Psychology 22: 201-24 Mar. 38
(
CHAPTER II
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT
Construction of tests
This study was planned to measure and evaluate the rate of
learning in reading for first grade children. Research
revealed no tests suitable for the purposes of the experiment,
therefore, the writer undertook the construction and evaluation
of such a test.
In this study learning rate is used to mean the number of
words a child has learned in one controlled reading period as
indicated by (1) Identification Check and (2) Picture Check,
immediately after the controlled teaching period.
The details for planning the experiment involved:
1. Selection of a group of words in the child's
speaking vocabulary but not taught in the first
grade
o
2. Arrangement of these words in three groups of equal
difficulty.
3. Sub-dividing each of these groups into three groups:
a. Group One containing five words
b. Group Two containing seven words
c. Group Three containing ten words
4. Determining the method of scoring

7a. Identification Check
b. Picture Check
5, Arrangement of mechanical set-up of administering
the experiment,
6. Securing the co-operation of some school system
where the material might be given an effective
trial
•
Selection and Arrangement of Test Words
In a test designed for measuring the rate of learning in
reading for first grade children, it is important that the
words be known to the children and in their speaking
vocabulary. It is equally important that these words have not
been presented, or will not be presented in first grade reading.
In order to find words that satisfy these criteria, it was
necessary to consult certain word lists. The best available
list of words in the speaking vocabulary of children is the
International Kindergarten Union List. (1) Words that
seemed suitable for a rate of learning test were taken from
this list. Words that were commonly taught as sight words in
primary readers were omitted. In order to check this latter
factor, however, all words were checked against the Gates
Reading Vocabulary for rrimary Grades. (2) This list
1* Child Study Committee of International Kindergarten Union:
A Study of the Vocabulary of Children before Entering the
First Grade. 192b
**
2. Gates, A. I. A Reading Vocabulary for Primary Grades
,
Bureau of Publications, Columbia University, 193b
t
includes words common to readers in the first three grades.
Two further checks on the remaining words were used. The
Durrell (1) primary reading vocabulary was consulted to see
whether these words might appear. Furthermore, the list was
checked against the words common to the basal text (2) and the
supplementary readers (b) used in the school system where the
test was to be given. Those readers are the following:
1. Elson-Gray Basic Book One, 2. Alice and Jerry Series, Book
One, 5. Unit Activity Series Book One, 4. Gates, Huber,
Feardon Book One. As a result one hundred and forty-seven
words were listed. The following table represents the one
hundred and forty-seven word list known in the child's
speaking vocabulary but not taught in the first grade.
I. Durrell, D. D. Improvement of Basic Reading Ability
,
World Book Company. 1^40
2 0 Els on, W. H. and Gray, W. S. Basic Readers Book One ,
’ Scott, Foresman and Company, New York
O'Donnell, M. and Cary, A. The Alice and Jerry Series Book
One
,
Row, Peterson and Company, New York
5. Smith, N. B. Unit Activity Series Book One
,
Silver Burdett
Company, New York
Gates, A. I., Huber, M. B., Peardon, C. C. Down our Street ,
MacMillan Company, New York. 1939
r
TABLE I
One Hundred and Forty-seven Word List in Child's
Speaking Vocabulary but not Taught in First Grade
absent cuckoo drip grab language peace
accident canoe drug grease latch peel
addition cash dumb habit lemon perfume
airship cast dump halt library plum
army cereal electric haul limb poke
arrest cheat elbow harp litter polish
bacon chef else hatchet lucky powder
barrel chew exchange hem machine quarter
badge click fable hitch magic quilt
bawl cling faucet hoof manger report
beacon c omp ound ferry iceberg manner rib
blessed couch file introduce mattress rust
bulb crank folk itch medicine sucker
blinds creep frown jail meek salad
blinker clamp furnace jaw mild sandal
blood decorate gale jelly motor sauce
boss darn gallon job muscle scare
bound dent gem jolly nation scarf
brace dike germ juice orchestra scratch
bureau ditch glide junior overalls seal
cab design glue keen partner slice
cabinet drill gown lame porridge snore
*
tank thrill tunnel walnut weapon
tape trash wage wash wreck
thimble triangle wand warrior wriggle
This gives a comprehensive picture of the words in a
first grade child's speaking vocabulary but not classified as
eligible words for first grade teaching. Words such as
blood
,
darn
,
cuckoo
,
and sucker were among those eliminated
at the outset due to their type associations and general
acceptability. To make certain the words used in the test
were known in the oral vocabulary of the group involved in
this experiment the list of one hundred and forty-seven words
was presented individually to twenty-five children taken from
the lower third of two second grade classes. The following
procedure was used:
1. Each second grade child was asked by the examiner
to give orally his interpretation of the meaning
of each word on the one hundred forty-seven word
list
.
2. The words correctly defined by the child were
recorded.
3. The words not known by the child were eliminated.
As a result eighty-one words were discarded from the list
leaving sixty-six which were in the child's speaking
vocabulary but not taught in the first grade.
The following table presents the sixty-six words in the
child's speaking vocabulary but not taught in the first grade.
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TABLE II
List of Sixty- six Words in Child’s Speaking Vocabulary
accident cab gem ferry army orchestra
germ magic sauce hitch decorate motor
arrest drip porridge grease cheat glue
scarf airship hatchet slice peel triangle
sandals dent scare bacon muscle quarter
rank canoe poke thrill jelly salad
design barrel lame juice thimble hem
electric chew creep itch cash overalls
polish glide bur e au elbow library powder
cereal perfume wreck hoof jaw scratch
lucky lemon badge partner mattress absent
The next step was to decide upon the proper grouping a
arrangement of words in a test to measure the rate of learning.
The test was planned to measure and evaluate the rate of
learning when (a) five, (b) seven words, (c) ten words were
taught. The sixty-six words were divided into three groups:
(a) one having fifteen words, )b) one having twenty-one words,
(c) one having thirty words. These three groups made up the
three parts of the rate of learning test. Each of these groups
was subdivided into three groups making up the sections of the
test to measure the rate of learning when ^a) five words,
(b) seven words, ^c) ten words were taught. Part I had five

words in each section. Part II had seven words in each section,
and Part III had ten words in each section.
The following table is the final arrangement of the
sixty-six words in a test to measure the rate of learning.
TABLE III
RATE OF LEARNING TEST
I II III
accident wreck salad
airship army cereal
poke motor sauce
itch crank slice
absent glide jelly
i
—
i
HH n 2 ii3
germ badge hem
dent decorate lucky
lame glue porridge
elbow design bacon
jaw perfume thimble
arrest ferry overalls
canoe cheat cab
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RATE OF LEARNING TEST (Cont.;
III1 III 2 III 3
creep triangle hatchet
hoof electric thrill
mattress lemon cash
scarf hitch powder
barrel peel magic
bur e au quarter scare
partner polish juice
orchestra gem library
sandals grease scratch
chew muscle drip
The Method, of Scoring
The following system was devised for scoring:
1. Identification Check: A series of words similar in
formation, initial consonants, and endings, including
the word presented by controlled teaching, was
arranged. The child proved his learning by
encircling the proper word.
A complete copy of the Identification Check may be
found in the Appendix.
2. Ficture Check: Pages were arranged with the words
taught in the center of the page and illustrations
of these words at either side supplemented by extra
pictures to lessen the chance factor. The test was
to draw a line from the picture to the word
correctly describing it.
A complete copy of the Picture Check may be found
in the Appendix.
The child’s score was the number of words recognized.
The highest possible score for each individual was: Group I,
15; Group II, 21; Group III, 30. The highest possible

accumulative score including scores on both checks was:
Group I, 3U; Group II, 42; Group III, bO. A complete copy
of the Teacher 's Manual and the tests may be found in the
Appendix.
Method of Conducting the Experiment
The definite controlled teaching method involved a
specific type of material to be used:
1. Pash Card - 4” x 9". Each word is printed in lower
case letters.
2. Uniform question by the examiner - "How many know
what " " means?"
3. Enrichment of each word - controlled paragraph read
by the examiner.
4. Reading of controlled sentences, flashing word card
when taught word appears in sentence.
5. Review after every third word by quick perception
flash card drill.
6. Immediate check by:
a. Group picture test -- pupils draw a line from
the picture to the word describing it.
Time Allotment
Test I - II - III 2 minutes
Test II 1 - II2 - II^ 3 minutes
Test III 1 - III2 - III5 5 minutes
b. Identification check -- pupils encircling taught
word which is pronounced by the examiner.
Time allotment: ten seconds for each word.
Miss Mary Bartley, a first grade teacher, conducted all
the lessons. The words were taught as a group procedure in a
regular class room situation. One reading period each week was

devoted to the teaching of one section of each group test.
At that time any additional information required by the
teacher was given. The complete manual of directions and
procedure to be followed in administering the test may be
found in the Appendix. The sample lesson below illustrates
the general method.
A card showing the word dent is flashed. (The word is
carefully and simultaneously pronounced by the examiner.;
"How many know what dent means?" (The answer is indicated
by raising of hands.)
While the card is being exposed in full view of all the
children the examiner reads the following controlled paragraph.
"John's cart crashed into the corner of the house.
Sorrowfully he looked at the damaged side. The accident had
made a big dent in the cart."
The flash card is then lowered while the examiner reads
the controlled sentence, "John put a dent in the can with a
stick." The flash card is presented to the view of all the
children when the word dent in the sentence is read.
As has been noted a review method is planned. When three
words have been presented a quick perception recall is used by
flashing cards with the previously taught three words. This
procedure is followed until every word in each of the groups
is taught.
The rate of learning is ascertained by the immediate
Identification Check and Picture Check of the section taught.

Selection and Status of Population for the Experiment
The selection of the pupils for the experiment presented
no problem. There was full co-operation of the superintendent.
Guidance Department, and teachers of a local school system.
The test was presented to eighty first grade children located
in one building, during the seventh and eighth months of the
current school year. The complete tabulation of the test is
based on fifty esses (absences and other uncontrolled
circumstances caused a loss of thirty cases).
In September all the children in the first grades had
been given readiness tests (1). As a result of the readiness
scores the two first grades selected for the experiment were
sub-divided on the basis of the readiness scores into three
first grades during the month of October. The analysis of the
data in this experiment is closely allied with the following
factors
:
1. The newly created first grade made the lowest scores
.
on the readiness tests.
2. Extra help in reading was given to this group
throughout the year by a special reading teacher.
Scores on achievement tests (2) given in May by the school
department were obtained by the author and used in Chapter III
in the analysis of the data.
1. Gates, A. I. Gates Readiness Tests
,
Bureau of Publications
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York. 1939
Hildreth, G. H. and Griffiths, N. L., Metropolitan
Readiness Tests , World Book Company, New York
2. Hildreth, G. H., Metropolitan Achievement Tests
,
World
Book Company, New York. 1940
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The table below shows that the population used in the
experiment approximates a normal first grade grouping.
Status of Population Used in the Experiment
.ses Pupil Gates Readiness
Test
Metropolitan
Readiness Test
Metropolitan
Achievement '
1 J.H. 95 lib 190
2 S.N. 94 7 b 195
3 R.H. 92 92 192
4 G.L. 91 95 201
5 G.R. 91 99 183
b M.B. 91 8b 211
7 S.G. 90 83 205
8 A.C. 87 84 187
9 S.H. 87 77 185
10 C .0. 84 12o 191
11 H.S
.
84 79 180
12 R.H. 84 75 179
13 A.G. 84 lob 189
14 B.S. 82 89 210
15 P . J. 81 79 187
lb A.H. 80 93 214
17 A.G . 80 08 199
18 M.L. 80 98 218
19 L.P . 77 7o 177
20 R.M. 7o 103 194
21 C .S. 7o 75 191
22 N.R. 74 07 183
23 J.C. 74 71 190
24 A.F. 72 71 184
25 A.L. 71 12o 209
2b P .H. 71 80 183
27 R.R. 70 133 187
28 M.M. 7o 72 191
29 A.K. 70 72 188
30 R.M. 7o 53 182
31 D.M. b9 139 204
32 R.C. 08 120 195
33 T.B. 08 8b 185
34 P .P. 07 b5 179
35 C.R. o7 74 183
3b J.S. oo 72 18b
37 A.P. oo Ml 187
38 M.M. OD b4 184
39 M.S
.
04 70 199
40 M.G oo 94 211
41 P .H. oo 72 189
42 D.H. 03 72 189
43 R.I. ol b5 200

Status of Population Used in the Experiment (cont.)
Cases Pupil Gates Readiness Metropolitan Metropolitan
Test Readiness Test Achievement Test
44 B. W. bU 98 184
45 S. G. bu 51 17b
4b W. B. 5o b2 191
47 R. J. 57 bO 185
48 L. Y. 57 7o 225
49 W. M. 54 b6 204
50 R. H. 43 53 229

CHAPTER III
Analysis of Data
The data were analyzed to study:
1. The learning rate of first grade children,
2. The predicability of achievement from the two
readiness scores used.
5. The predicability of learning from the seven
word and the ten word scores.
4. The comparison of the Picture and the
Identification Checks as the measure of
scoring the rate of learning tests.

COMPARISON OF THE RATE OF LEARNING BY VARIOUS TESTS
USING THE COMBINED SCORES
OF THE IDENTIFICATION CHECK AND PICTURE CHECK
Comparison of the rate of learning on the five and seven word
tests
Do first grade children learn more when five or seven
words are taught?
TABLE IV
Learning Rate on Five and Seven word Tests
Tests Group Number Possible
Score
Mean S.E.
M.
Diff
.
M.
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
Five
Word
Grade
I
50 30 24.14 .49 7.40 1.03 7.0b
Seven
Word
Grade
I
50 42 30.54 .91
The mean score on the five word test is 23.14 compared
with 3U.54 on the seven word test. In other words, the mean
score is higher when seven words are taught than when five
words are taught. 77% of the words taught in the five word
test were learned compared with 72% when seven words were
taught. Thus, even though the mean score is higher when more
words are taught, the per cent of learning is less.

Comparison of the rate of learning on the seven and ten word
tests
Do first grade children learn more when seven or ten
words are taught?
TABLE V
Learning Rate on Seven and Ten Word Tests
Tests Group Number Possible
Score
Mean S.E.
M.
Diff
.
M.
S.E. C.R.
Diff.
Seven
Word
Grade
I
50 42 So • 54 .49 12.44 l.o3 7. ob
Ten
Word
Grade
I
50 60 42.98 1.50
The mean score on the seven word test is 30.54 compared
with 42.98 on the ten word test . The mean score is higher when
ten words are taught than when seven words are taught. 72^ of
the words taught in the seven word group were learned compared
with 71% when ten words are taught. The mean score is higher
when ten words are taught but the per cent of learning is less.

Comparison of the rate of learning on the five and ten word
Tests
Do first grade children learn more when five or ten words
are taught?
TABLE VI
Learning Rate on Five and Ten Word Tests
Tests Group Number Possible
Score
Mean S .E •
M.
Diff
.
M.
S.E. C.R.
Diff.
Five
Word
Grade
I
50 30 23.14 .91 19.84 1.89 10.49
Ten
'Word
Grade
I
50 60 42,98 1.50
The mean score on the five word test is 23.14 compared
with 42.98 on the ten word test . The mean score is higher
when ten words are taught. 11% of the words taught in the
five word group were learned compared with 1V% when ten
words were taught. In other words the per cent of learning
is greater when five words are taught than when ten are taught.

Combined Scores of All Three Tests
Is there greater learning when a larger or smaller number
of words is presented? That is, do children learn more when
five, seven, or ten words are presented? What is the percent
of learning when five, seven, or ten words are taught? The
following table shows the comparison of the rate of learning of
the combined scores on the five, seven, and ten word tests.
TABLE VII
Learning Rate on Five--Seven--Ten Word Tests
Test Group Number Possible Mean S.D. S.E.
Score M.
Five Grade 50 30 23.14 3.53 .49
Word I
Seven Grade 50 42 30.54 6.45 .91
Word I
Ten Grade 50 60 42.98 10.65 1.50
Word I
The mean score on the five word test is 23.14 compared
with 30.54 on the seven word test and 42.98 on the ten word
test. In other words the mean scores were higher when more
words were taught
.
77$ of the words taught in the five word
test were learned compared with 72$ in the seven word test.
and 71$ in the ten word test. There is a greater per cent
of learning when five words are taught . The mean scores are
higher on the seven and ten word tests but the per cent of
learning is less.
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COMPARISON OF RATE OF LEARNING
by
IDENTIFICATION CHECK AND PICTURE CHECK
Comparison of the rate of learning on the Five Word.
Identification and Five Word Picture Check
When five words are taught, does a first grade child make
a higher score on the Picture Check or on the Identification
Check?
TABLE VIII
Learning Rate
on
Five Word Identification and Five Word Picture Tests
Tests Possible
Score
Mean S. E.
M.
Diff
.
M.
S .E.
Diff
Identification 15 12.24 .28 2.24 .39
Picture 15 10 .28
The mean score on the Five Word Identification Test is
12.24 compared with 10 on the Picture Check. The mean score
is higher when the Identification Test is used. The rate of
learning on the Identification Check is 81$ compared with 86$
on the Picture Check. Thus, the per cent of learning is
higher on the five word test when the Identification Check
»
is used

Comparison of the rate of learning on the Seven Word
Identification and Seven Word Picture Check
When seven words are taught, does a first grade child
make a higher score on the Picture Check or on the
Identification Check?
TABLE IX
Learning Rate
on
Seven Word Identification and Seven Word Picture Tests
Tests Pos sible Mean S.E. Diff
.
S.E. C.R.
Score M. M. Diff.
Identification 21 15.12 .47 .04 .68 .05
Picture 21 15.16 • 50
The mean score on the Seven Word Identification Check
is 15.12 compared with 15.16 on the Picture Check. This
shows little significance for either type of check. The
rate of learning is 12% on both checks.

Comparison of the rate of learning on the Ten Word
"identification and Ten Word Picture Check
-
When ten words are taught, does a first grade child
make a higher score on the Picture Check or on the
Identification Check?
TABLE X
Learning Rate
on
Ten Word Identification and Ten Word Picture Tests
Tests P os sible
Score
Mean S.E.
M.
Diff
.
M.
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
Identification 3u 19.62 .26 1.68 .26 6.4
Picture 30 21. 3U .30
The mean score on the Ten Word Identification Check is
19.62 compared with 21. 3u on the Ten Word Picture Check. The
mean score on the Picture Check is higher than the mean score
on the Identification Check. 65% of the words taught on the
Identification Check are learned compared with 71% on the
Picture Check. Thus, there is a higher rate of learning when
the Picture Check is used.

>i
Summary of the rate of learning of all scores and
both types of checks
Which of the scoring measures used (i.e., Identification
Check or Picture Check) is the better method of indicating the
rate of learning? Does a first grade child make a higher score
on the Identification Check or on the Picture Check?
TABLE XI
Summary of Learning Scores
on the
Five --Seven- -Ten Word Tests
Tests Five Word Seven Word Ten Word
Gr oup Grade I Grade I Grade I
Number 50 50 50
Possible Score 15 21 30
Identification Means 12.24 15.12 19.62
Picture Means 10 15.16 21.30
S. E. Identification Means ,28 .47 .26
S. E. Picture Means .28 .50 .30
Diff. M 2.24 .04 1.88
S. E. Diff. .39 .68 .26
C. R. 5.7 .05 6.4
The mean scores on the Identification Checks are 12.24,
15.12, and 19.62 for the five, seven, and ten word tests
respectively, compared with the mean scores on the Picture
Checks 10, 15.16, 21.30 on the same tests. The per cent of
learning is 81, 72, and 65 on the five, seven, and ten word
Identification Check, compared with 66, 72
,
and 71 on the
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Picture Checks on the same tests. When the differences in the
mean scores was found, a raw score of only 2 points in favor of
the Identification Check on the Rive Word Test was evidenced.
The mean scores on the Seven Word Check were the same. The
mean scores on the Ten Word Checks show only 2 points
difference in the raw score, in favor of the Picture Check.
Yet when all the Identification and Picture means are totaled
there is only one point difference. This study concludes there
is no superiority for either type of check in measuring the
rate of learning in reading for first grade children.
A study was made of the relationships between various
tests used. The correlations are found below.
1. Metropolitan Readiness and Metropolitan Achievement
-.15 t .08
This correlation shows no relationship between the
Metropolitan Readiness scores and the Metropolitan
Achievement scores. This circumstance may be due to
the fact that the child receiving a low score on the
readiness test obtained the highest on the achievement.
The status of the correlations of both readiness tests
in this study are closely allied with the following
factors
:
a. The original two room group of first grade
children was divided into three first grade
rooms on the basis of the readiness scores.
b. Special reading help was given throughout the
year to those in the third group which had the
lowest readiness scores.
2. Gates Readiness and Metropolitan Reading Achievement
.13 i .08
This low correlation substantiates the description of
the grade division. It is concluded, then in this

study, since the degree of correlation is low, a child’
reading achievement cannot be predicted with certainty
from his readiness scores.
b. Rate of Learning and Metropolitan Readiness .451.07
This correlation shows the relationship to the rate of
learning and the readiness scores. ItJ*concluded, then,
that since the degree of correlation is low a high rate
of learning does not necessarily follow a high readines
score
.
4. Rate of Learning and Gates Readiness .48 1.06
This correlation reveals only to a slight degree
relationship between the learning rate capacity and
the readiness to read.
5. Rate of Learning and Metropolitan Achievement .11 1.08
This correlation shows the relation between the rate
of learning and the final achievement. This study
concludes that no prediction of the learning rate can
be made on the basis of final achievement.
.6. Seven Word Ficture Scores and Ten Word Picture Scores
.47 ± .06
This shows a low correlation between the Seven Word
Ficture Scores and the Ten Word Ficture Scores. It is
concluded, then, that in using the Ficture Check a
grade on the Seven Word Picture Test does not
necessarily predict a similar grade on the Ten Word
Test
.
7. Seven Word Identification Scores and Ten Word
Identification Scores .71 1.04
This correlation shows a degree of relationship to
be a moderate one. It is concluded then, that only
moderate predictions of ten word scores can be made
from seven word scores using the Identification
Check.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
The main purpose of this study was to construct several
rate of learning tests to measure and evaluate the rate of
learning in reading of children in the first grade. This study
proposed to (a) construct rate of learning tests in reading for
first grade children and (b) to answer the following questions:
1. Does a child or do some children learn more when a
smaller or larger number of words is presented?
2. What is the learning rate of first grade children?
3. How do the two readiness scores used predict the rate
of learning?
4. What is the predicability of learning from the Seven
Word Test and the Ten Word Test?
5. How does the Picture Check compare with the Identification
Check as a measure in scoring the rate of learning in
reading of first grade children?
Learning rate tests constructed to measure the rate of
learning of first grade children were presented to fifty
children one reading period each week during the seventh and
eighth months of the school year. Two checks (a) Identification
and (b) Picture were designed to measure and evaluate the rate

of learning. These checks were given immediately following the
presentation of each learning rate test.
Conclusions
The learning rate tests as constructed were reasonably
equal in word difficulty. There was no graded difference in
difficulty on the Identification Check or Picture Check. The
relative difference of either test check depends on the
situation in which the word is found. In this study no
superiority for either type of check was found.
1
1* The comparison of the results of the rate of learning
tests when different numbers of words are used yielded the
following results.
a. More words were retained when seven words were
taught than when five words were taught. However, there
was a slightly higher percentage of words learned on the
five word test.
b. More words were learned when ten words were taught
than when seven words were taught. The percent of learning
in each case was approximately the same*
c. The difference between the five and ten word tests was
very large. The number of words learned in the ten word
test was nearly double that learned in the five word test.
This indicates only a slight percent of difference in the
words learned

The findings show the results of the rate of learning
tests depend in a large measure on the number of words
taught
•
2. No conclusions can be drawn concerning the relative
difference of the Picture Check or the Identification Check.
The total scores on all the tests for each type of check
showed very little difference. Individual variation depends
on the particular difference of the number of test items,
rather than the type of check involved.
3. Correlations between the achievement test at the end of
the first grade and the various predictive measures are as
follows
:
a. The coefficient of correlation -.15 +• 08 of the
Metropolitan Readiness and the Metropolitan Achievement
shows no relationship. This circumstance may be due to
the fact that the child receiving a low score on the
readiness test obtained the highest score on the
achievement test. The status of the correlations of both
readiness tests in this study are closely allied with the
following factors:
1. The original two room group of first grade children
was divided into three first grade rooms on the basis of
the readiness scores.
2. Special reading help was given throughout the year
to those in the third group which had the lowest
readiness scores.

b. The low coefficient of correlation .13 +.08 of the
Gates Readiness and Metropolitan. Reading Achievement
substantiates the description of the grade division. It
is concluded, then, in this study since the degree of
correlation is low, a child's reading achievement cannot
be predicted with certainty from his readiness scores.
c. The coefficient of correlation .11 ±-.06 of the Rate of
Learning and Metropolitan Achievement is low. This study
concludes that no prediction of the learning rate can be
made on the basis of final achievement.
It appears that in this particular study no one test
gave a reliable prediction and the Rate of Learning tests did
no better than the rest.
4. Relationships between the Rate of Learning tests and the
two reading readiness tests are as follows:
a. The coefficient of correlation .45;£.07 of the Rate
of Learning and the Metropolitan Readiness is low. It is
concluded then, a high rate of learning does not
necessarily follow a high readiness score.
b. The correlation .48;!:. 06 of the Rate of Learning and
the Gates Readiness Tests reveals only to a slight degree
relationship between the learning rate capacity and the
readiness to read.
5. Correlations between Rate of Learning tests are as
follows
:
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a. The coefficient of correlation .47 ^.06 of the Seven
word Picture scores and the Ten Word Picture scores is low.
It is concluded then, that in using the Picture Check, a
grade on the Seven word Picture Test does not necessarily
predict a similar grade on the Ten Word Test.
b. The coefficient of correlation .71 V-.04 of the Seven
Word Identification scores and the Ten Word Identification
scores is moderate. It is concluded then that only
moderate predictions of the Ten Word scores can be made fron
Seven Word scores using the Identification Check.
c
CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
I. On these same groups of children
1. If the data for this study were analyzed for sex
difference would the measures vary?
2. If the mental ages were known how t/vouIq they
correlate with the learning rate?
3. If "repeaters" were omitted from the group would
the measures vary?
II. Further research with new groups of children
1. What is the learning rate of different parts of
speech?
2. In what position in a sentence are the words easiest
to learn? .
3. Do hyphenated words made up of two small words,
one familiar to the child, affect the learning rate?
4. What are the learning cues used by First Grade
children?
5. Are words of more than one syllable easier or more
difficult to learn?
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APPENDIX

WORDS KNOWN BUT NOT TAUGHT IN GRADE ONE
absent drug lemon thrill
accident dumb library thrash
addition dump limb triangl
airship electric litter tunnel
army elbow lucky wage
arrest else machine wand
bacon exchange magic walnut
barrel fable manger wash
badge faucet manner warrior
bawl ferry mattress weap on
beacon file medicine wreck
blessed folk meek wriggle
bulb frown mild
blinds furnace motor
blinker gale muscle
blood gallon nation
boss gem orchestra
bound germ overalls
brace glide partner
bureau glue porridge
cab gown peace
cabinet grab peel
cuckoo grease perfume
canoe habit plum
cash halt poke
cast haul poll sh
cereal harp powder
cheat hatchet quarter
chef hem quilt
chew hitch report
click hoof rib
cling iceberg rust
c omp ound introduce sucker
couch itch salad
crank jail sandal
creep jaw sauce
clamp jelly scare
decorate job scarf
darn jolly scratch
dent juice seal
dike junior slice
ditch keen snore
design lame tank
drill language tape
drip la tch thimble

MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS
AND
PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED
IN
ADMINISTERING THE TESTS

PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED IN ADMINISTERING TESTS
Procedure
a. Showing flash card to class and so pronouncing of
it by examiner
b. Question by examiner, “How many know what
means?"
c. Enrichment of word
a. Paragraph read by examiner
d. Review after every third word by flashing cards
e. Reading of controlled sentences, flashing word
card when word appears in sentence
f. Immediate check by
a. Group picture test (pupils draw line from
word to correct picture
1 . Time allotment
a. Test I-II-III 2 minutes
b. Test III- n2 - n3 3 minutes
c. Test III1 - III2 - III3 5 minutes
b. Group word tests, pupils encircling word
pronounced by examiner
1. Time allotment
. 10 seconds for each worda
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A Method of Presentation
1 . Flash card and enrichment
The examiner holds up flash card with designated word for
class vision at same time giving word orally, clearly, and
distinctly. The question "How many know what (word)
is?" is asked the whole class. Their answer is
signified by hand raising.
Then the examiner says, "I'm going to tell you a short
story about each word. Listen carefully so you can tell
what each word means." The examiner then reads the
controlled paragraph holding the flash card up for the
class to see during the reading.
2. Review at end of three words
b. Reading controlled sentence, flashing card as word appears.
4. Check
a. Group picture test
b. Alternate word series test
I
Enrichment Paragraphs
1. accident:
Suddenly the two trains crashed with a loud noise.
Many people were hurt and the trains were damaged.
It was a terrible accident.
2. airship:
High in the sky something looked like a big balloon.
As it came lower and nearer we heard the motor hum
and we saw a big airship carrying many people.
b. poke:
We sat around <* fire on the beach and sang, when
the fir-e was almost out, my father poked the coals
together with ». long stick. Then he put on more
wood
.
itch:
A mosquito bit Tom on the hand. The bite became red
and began to itch. He became so uncomfortable he
wanted to rub and scratch it.
4
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5. absent:
Father called to say he would not be home for supper
John was not coming either. So both Father and John
were absent from the supper table.
1, wreck:
The front wheel was smashed. The handle bars were
broken and the tire was flat. The bicycle was a
wreck,
£ . army
:
I saw many soldiers marching in a parade. They
wore uniforms and carried guns. They fight for our
country and our flag.
o . motor:
We visited a garage, there we saw many motors or
engines. Some big, and some small, some were very
greasy and others quite clean, but every one made
some machine go.
4. crank:
The toy victrola stopped playing. John gave the
handle a few quick turns. Soon it was cranked
enough and began to play again.
5. glide:
A sea gull was flying high in the sky. Suddenly
its sharp eye saw a fish far down in the water.
Silently it stopped flying and glided down to
catch a good dinner.
Ill
1. salad:
The fruit salad tasted good. The lettuce was
green and crisp. The peaches and pears were cut
in small pieces, covered with dressing and had a
red cherry on top.
cereal:
Cereal is good in the morning. It tastes best
covered with rich creamy milk and sprinkled with
plenty of sugar.

3. sauce:
Mother makes good sauce. Sometimes she make
applesauce. Sometimes peach or cranberry. Tonight
I had applesauce for dessert.
4. slice:
I like meat cut in slices, as well as butter and
cheese. But best of all, I like a big slice of
chocolate cake.
5. jelly:
Jelly is made from fruit juice and sugar. It looks
pretty in glass jars. Sometimes it looks red,
orange or brown, when itis held up to the light.
Jelly tastes good spread thick on a slice of bread.
1. germ:
Germs make people sick. They live in dirty places.
We can kill germs by keeping clean.
£. dent:
John’s cart crashed into the corner of the house.
Sorrowfully he looked at the damaged side. The
accident had made a big dent in the cart.
o • lame
:
Slowly Dick got up from the ice. He tried to walk
but his leg hurt so much he could hardly stand. In
a few minutes he was able to limp home.
4. elbow:
Everyone has an elbow. It hurts very much when we
hit it. when we wear long sleeves we cover up our
elbow.
5. jaw:
John's face was swollen and sore because he had a
tooth ache. He went to the dentist who pulled out
the aching tooth. In a few days, John 's jaw was
better
•
b. arrest:
Suddenly we heard a shrill whistle. The officer
motioned the car to the curb. The policeman got
off his motor cycle, took out his black book and
walked showly to the car. Officer Mulloy had made
another arrest.
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7. canoe
:
Light as a feather, it skimmed over the water. The
twins were smiling as they paddled over the lake.
Father had given them a canoe for a birthday
present
.
1. badge:
A badge is like a sign. It shows people who we are.
Policemen, firemen, scouts, and many others wear a
badge
•
2. decorate:
The children were going to have a party. Mother
made the table pretty with napkins and favors. Mary
brought some flowers. Jack made the place cards.
They all helped decorate for the party.
3. glue:
Jane could not make the paste stick to the picture.
Mother gave her some glue, for that is more sticky
and much stronger. Soon Jane had all her pictures
pasted in her book.
4. design:
John’s tie had colored lines and patterns to make it
look nice. Mary’s dress was embroidered with red and
green squares. All these patterns or designs make
thinks look pretty.
5. perfume:
Mother’s handkerchief always smells so sweet. She
always keeps them in a big box with her favorite
bottle of perfume.
6. ferry:
Slowly the cars drove in to the big boat. Many
people were in it too. Carefully Itfs teamed the
short trip across the water.
7. cheat
Mary was not being fair. Instead of doing her own
work, she looked on John’s paper and copied his work.
We do not like people that cheat.

1* hem:
Betty's dress was too long. Mother pinned it. up
and turned the edge of the bottom under. Quickly
she sewed it, then pressed the hem.
2. lucky:
Two boys were walking down the street. Suddenly
Tom stopped, bent down and picked up a shining
nickel. That was Tom's lucky day.
3. porridge:
Mother poured some hot cereal into a dish. Jack
poured some cold milk on it and covered it with
sugar. My did that porridge taste good.
4. bacon:
Something smelled good. Bill peeked into the
frying pan and saw some long thin strips of meat
with the edges all curled up. M m m.
.
bacon.
5. thimble:
Sister was sewing her doll's dress. "Ouch, the
needle hurt my finger." Mother gave her a thimble,
then it didn't hurt her finger any more to push
the needle through the cloth.
6. overalls:
The children were playing on the floor. "Come and
put on your overalls," said Mother. "There, you
won't get your clothes dirty."
7. cab:
Father hss no car. He usually walks to work.
One morning he was late, so he rode to work in a cab.
III1
1. creep:
The children were playing "follow the leader."
They all got down and crawled on the floor. "Let's
not be babies any more," said the leader. "Let's
walk like soldiers."
2. hoof:
John's brown pony began to limp. Father looked at
his foot and found a stone pressed into a crack in
his hoof. Quietly the pony stood on three legs
while father fixed the sore foot.

3. mattress:
One night Jack dreamed he was sleeping on a rock*
when he woke up he was surprised to find his ball
in the middle of his mattress.
4. scarf:
Mother was busy knitting something long and brightly
colored. "What is it, Mother? "said Jack. Mother
smiled and said, "Something to keep a little boy's
throat from getting sore when he plays out of doors
in the cold or snow."
5. barrel:
Some things come in bags, others in boxes, a barrel
holds most of all. Our grocer always has a big
wooden barrel full of apples in his store.
6. bureau:
A bureau is a good place to keep clean clothes.
Handkerchiefs, socks in one drawer. Blouses in
another and underclothes in another drawer. Then
we always know where to find our clean clothes.
7. partner:
Miss Crowley was showing the children a new dance.
"I need someone to dance with me," she said. "Will
you be my partner, Dick?"
8. orchestra:
Tom was playing a drum, Mary the triangle, three
little girls had cymbals, and the rest had bells.
They all liked to play in the toy orchestra.
9. sandals:
"It's too warm today to wear your heavy black shoes,"
said Mother. "You may wear your pretty white
sandals .
"
lu* chew:
The school nurse told the children to eat their
food slowly. Sometimes we have a stomach ache if
we don't chew our food well.
Ill2
1. triangle:
Bill was making pictures on his black board. First
a round circle then a square. Then he drew three
slanting lines, each line touching the other. "My
teacher said that was a triangle," he said.

2. electric:
I h&ve an electric train. Mother has an electric
iron. We all use electricity to see with at night.
3. lemon:
Mother was making lemonade for our party. Sister
was helping by squeezing juice from the big yellow
lemons father got from the grocer.
4. hitch:
Our puppy likes to chase cars. Sometimes he is
tied with a long rope to a tree to teach him to stay
in the yard. He doesn’t like to be hitched.
5. peel:
All fruits are covered with a skin or peel. Some
of these we eat and some we peel off and throw away.
6. quarter:
Mother gave Tom a nickel, Mary a dime, and Dick a
quarter. Dick bought a book because he had the
most money.
7. polish:
Saturday is my busy day. I wash and clean my
father’s new car. I rub and polish it till it
shines
.
8. gem:
Mary saw a lovely piece of jewelry in the store
window. It sparkled and shone in the light. The
gem cost a lot of money.
9. grease:
Mother put some grease on the vacuum cleaner.
Tom was greasing his bicycle wheel. All engines
and motors need grease to make them run smoothly.
10.
muscle:
My father is very strong. He lifts heavy boxes.
I wish my muscle was as strong as his.
Ill3
1. hatchet:
A hatchet is very sharp, sometimes it is called an
ax. Children should not use a hatchet.
2. thrill:
Some people like to ski down long hills. Others
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like to fly high in an airplane, but I get a big
thrill by swinging high in the branches of a tree,
o. cash:
Father gets paid every week. He uses some of the
cash for food, some for clothes. He puts some in
the bank,
4, powder:
Powder smells very sweet. Mother put some on my
little brother after his bath.
5. magic:
The man waved his stick and like magic three rabbits
jumped out of a hat. He took two balls from under
my collar, showed them to me and suddenly they
disappeared. He was a magician.
b. scare:
The children put on their funny faces and costumes.
It was Hallowe ’en and they were going to scare
people at the party.
7. juice:
I drink fruit juice every morning. Sometimes
pineapple, grapefruit, or tomato. I like orange
juice best of all.
8. library:
John likes to read, when he wants a good book he
goes to the library to get one. Many people get
books at the library.
y. scratch:
The dog was lying on the floor. Suddenly he lifted
one paw and rubbed his ear. He scratched it a few
minutes they lay down agoin.
lu. drip:
It had stopped raining but we could still hear the
rain drops falling. The eaves dripped and small
drops of water fell from the limbs of the trees.

CONTROLLED SENTENCES
I
1. John was hurt in an accident so he could not come to school.
2. A motor is an engine that makes a c«.r go.
0. John used a stick to poke the fire.
4. A mosquito bite makes one itch .
5. Mary was absent from school.
II
1. The big airship looked like a balloon in the sky.
2. Men in the army wear uniforms.
3. Two cars smashed together in a terrible wreck .
4. A crank is a handle one turns.
5. Airplanes and birds glide through the air.
III
1. A fruit or vegetable salad tastes good.
2. I eat cereal in the morning.
3. I like applesauce .
4. Mother cut a slice of cake.
5. Mother makes good apple .jelly

we all should try to stop spreading germs .
John put a dent in the can with a stick.
Mary fell on her arm and hurt her elbow .
Your teeth are in your j aw .
A sore leg makes one lame .
A policeman can arrest people.
Paddles make a canoe go on water.
ii2
Boy Scouts wear a badge .
We decorate to make something look pretty.
Glue will stick things together.
A design on cloth or paper makes it look pretty.
A ferry is a kind of a boat.
Perfume makes things smell sweet.
It is not fair to cheat .
II6
Mary tore the hem of her dress.
The boys were lucky and found their ball.
A dish of porridge is good for you.
A taxi cab carries people.
I like to eat bacon .
’We wear a thimble on our finger when we sew.
Boys and girls play in overalls

12 •
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 •
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
1.
2 .
3 .
4 .
5.
6 •
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
Grown-ups walk instead of creeping on the floor.
A hoof is an animal’s foot.
We sleep on a mattress .
We wear a scarf to keep warm.
An orchestra plays beautiful music.
We need partners to play this game.
A barrel is made of wood.
We keep our clothes in a bureau .
We should chew our food well.
Sandals are a kind of shoe.
A triangle is made with just three straight lines.
I have an electric train.
A lemon is a yellow and sour fruit.
Hitch means tie to something.
The skin of fruit is called a peel .
A quarter is 25^.
John polished the car to make it shine.
A gem is a pretty jewel.
We grease a car to make it run smoothly.
Milk makes your muscle strong.
Boston University
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• A fra tche
t
is a kind of ax.
2. Powder smells sweet.
o. A fast ride gives one a thrill .
4. Gash means money.
b. Magic makes strange things happen,
b. I like pineapple .juice .
7. We keep books in a library .
8. An itch makes us scratch and rub our skin.
9. Ghosts scare us at Hallowe 'en.
10. Water will drip from a small hole.

IDENTIFICATION CHECK

Identification Check
I
1. addition accident active address
2. air base airplane airship airport
<3 • poker polar poke police
4. itch item ivory island
5. about absent aboard above
II
1. wreathe wreck wrinkle write
2. armor army armful around
5. motorcar most motor motorist
4. cramp crank cradle crackle
5. glide globe glitter glee
Ill
1. salute salad salt saddle
2. ceremony certainly cereal chalk
i • saucer sauce sausage savage
4. slept slicker slice slight ly
5. j ealous javelin jelly jeer

1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 •
7 .
geranium Germany germ ghost
dental dent depend denote
lament lamb lame lamp
elder elbow either eighteen
jar jail jaw jam
arrive arrest arrange arrow
canned cannon canoe canopy
badge baggage bakery balcony
decoration decrease decorate defeat
glow glue glove glory
desirable descend design deserve
perfume perform perfect perhaps
fertile fever ferry festive
cheap checker cheery cheat
hem hemp Henry hence
lumber lucky luggage lullaby
porridge porch population port
baggy bacon balance backward
think thirteen thistle thimble
overnight overalls overhead overcome
cab cabbage cabinet cable
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III1
1 . creek cricket crime creep
2. hoof bost hook honor
0 • matting mattress matter mayonaise
4. scarecrow scamp scenery scarf
5. borrow barnyard barrel barometer
6 . burden bureau burglar burial
7. party particular parsnips partner
8. orchestra orchard orchid order
9. saddle sandal safety sadden
10. chop choke chew chocolate
2
III*
1 . trestle triangle tribe trench
2. electric elect elastic eighteen
5. lemon length lemonade leisure
4. hinge hobby history hitch
5. peek penalty peel peep
6 • quart quality quarrel quarter
7. polish polite police pint
8. gem gear gaze general
9. graze greed grease greenish
10. machine muscle museum musical
Ill3
1. hateful hatchet hunt hatch
2. thrill throat throne through
3. carrot cash cash carve
4. powder poultry potato pound
5. magic magnet madame madcap
6 . scatter scare scent scheme
7. juggle juice judge jumble
8. liberty lie library letter
9. scratch scrawl screech screw
10. drizzle drip drill droop
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